Abstract
Complex geometries andrestrictions were used totest therobustness ofthemethod. These geometries include circular radial conflicts andseveral types ofopposing wallsofaircraft. Though theydonotrepresent actual trafficconflict scenarios, these scenarios were designed to determine the powerandlimitsof the conflict resolution method by providing morecomplex traffic constraints than would ever occur inoperation.
It wasfoundthateventhough the aircraft follow independent resolution advisories, aglobal solution to the problemarises. In the 'wall' scenarios, for example, some aircraft in thewalldecelerate slightly whileothers accelerate, thereby opening a space foran opposing aircraftto fly through. Distributing the cooperative resolution algorithm among all involved aircraft results in anefficient and global solution, even for situations whereno solution existed prior to resolution. Thealgorithm proved capable ofresolving conflict situations forwhich a prioritysystem, which forces oneaircraft of a pairto perform the entire maneuver, would not have obtained asolution. 
Conflict Prevention System
A conflict prevention system called "Predictive ASAS"
was also developed. 
Figure 3. Co-planar traffic display as used in the study. The symbology indicates a conflict (amber) and the resolution advisory (green).
Contrary to what was believed when the project started, there appears to be no fundamental requirement for exchanging intent (flight plan or mode control panel) information, although possible benefits of doing so are still acknowledged.
It was also found that the conflict resolution maneuvers had a negligible impact on flight efficiency or the ability of the aircraft to meet a time constraint. When the crews were trained to nominally use a vertical resolution maneuver instead of a horizontal one, there was no noticeable impact. This finding is important in establishing a transition procedure from free flight airspace to managed airspace. Because the planning problem and the separation problem appear to be independent, there is no fundamental difference between this transition and today's hand-over from one ground-based controller to another. This alleviates the need for complex hand-over procedures that use huge transition zones around entry points.
Other flight phases
As a next step, the basic ASAS was tested in a piloted simulation experiment for different flight phases that are more constrained than the cruise phase. Each aircraft started in cruise and proceeded through descent, arrival, and approach phases of flight. In half the runs, the terminal area was managed airspace with a basic hand-over as the transition procedure, and the crew was provided with a cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI) to monitor traffic. In the other half, It has often been suggested that a higher workload during flae descent might inhibit free flight during flaat phase of operations. As can be seen in the figure, the FF descent rating is not significantly different from the FF cruise rating, at least for the initial traffic scenarios studied. During the FF arrival, the workload was found to be significantly higher than for the other phases of flight, but not high on the absolute scale, which extends to a value of 130. Although flae limits of its feasibility are not fully established, evidence suggests there is a role for airborne separation assurance in the terminal area.
In general, the arrival phase of flight is characterized by much higher workload than the cruise phase. 12 In Figure 4 , the workload rating for the CDTI arrival shows a dramatic impact of providing traffic information to the crew. The arrival rating is even lower than the ATC cruise scenario without CDTI.
However, during merging maneuvers required in the high traffic density terminal area, the crews were occasionally not able to maintain separation. Some pilots commented flaat more training would be sufficient, but this is not supported by the objective data, which show no training effect of separation effectiveness during merging. Therefore, the basic ASAS retrofit will not be sufficient for complex highdensity terminal airspace. Either more sophisticated tools and procedures are required, or the terminal area A hypothetical example of strategic free flight problem solving is shown in Figure  5 . Combined useof stateandintent provides valuable operational benefits, although intent maynot be a fundamental requirement for feasibility. Evidence indicates thatautonomous operations canbereliably performed without theneed forcontroller intervention.
Whileadditional challenges to feasibility remain and haveyet to be fully explored, no insurmountable impediments have yetbeen discovered forfreeflight aircraft operations in all environments except highlyconstrained terminal areas. Moreresearch isneeded on air-ground integration to determine thefeasibility of integrating mixed-equipage operations in the same airspace, to studyfailure-mode transitions between equipage status levels, andtoidentify thesensitivity of controller workload tolarge increases intrafficdensity. • Airborne merging and maneuvering integrated with airborne spacing in the terminal environment.
• Transition of responsibility between air and ground participants under nominal and failuremode scenarios.
• Continued development and refinement of airborne decision support technology and the establishment of requirements and standards for theenabling CNS infrastructure.
• Detailed analysis of safety andeconomic viability ofDAG-TM concepts. Thefutureapproach will include the simulation of DAG-TMair and groundcomponents through interconnected traffic simulationlaboratories at Langley, Ames, andtheNLR.TheAmes laboratory will simulate the ground-based components of the concepts, including theairtrafficservice provider and aeronautical operational control, whiletheLangley and NLR laboratories will simulatethe airborne components. MonteCarloanalyses areplanned to further investigate safety andtheimpacts of reducing current separation standards. Theanalyses will utilize multipleinstantiations of the airborne technology developed for human-in-the-loop investigations and human operator models rather thansimplified systemlevel representations of these functions. Full-mission flightsimulations will beused to develop multi-crew procedures andevaluate crewworkload. Airborne validation of thedeveloped concepts andtechnologies is alsoneeded aspartof a comprehensive proofof feasibility.
Because ofitsinherent advantages inincreasing system capacity andsafety, freeflightshould beconsidered an essential part of a comprehensive air traffic management modernization activity. Whilefreeflight cannot alone resolve thecomplex issues faced bythose modernizing theglobal airspace, it canbepivotal in providing a scalable andredundant solution for all phases offlight between pushback andgate arrival. 
